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A. 2

At 11. 25 a. m.

TME RAPPORTEUR: I have taken careful note of what the Delegate ofBrizil
has said and -perhaps when I am attempting to redraft paragraphs 9 and 10

I shall be ablle to do something.

MR.MARTINS (Brazil) (Intarpretation): I thought we were now discussing

paragraph 10 and .not paragraph 9, which had, I understood, been approved

with the exceptinon of the reservation made by the Delegate of the United

Kingdom. We cannot now go back on paragraph 9 because it has been

adopted in conjunction with paragraph 1, and if we now introduce some

changes into paragraph 9 which change the sense, we cannot do it without

at the some time altering paragraph 1. e have already adopted that and

included it in the text.

THE RAPPORTEUR : I am sorry, the paragraph to which I was addressing my

remarks was really paragraph 10.

THE CHAIRMAN: There is no question of any change in paragraph 9, except
the question we left open - the last bit of the paragraph.

MR. HEIMORE (United Kingdom ): I agreed to postpone the amendment to leave

out these words and I think Isaid that I was not pressing the exact

form of my amendment on paragraph 10 if the Rapporteur would look at

paragraphs 9 and 10 together. Paragraphs 9 and 20 both relate to

supplies.

THE CHAIRMAN In any case we shall have another opportunity of discussing

this in the full Committee, so that I suggest we leave further discussion

on this until it is redrafted, if that is acceptable.

MR. LOKANATHAN (India): The only point is that the general principle of

equality of treatment in respect of consumer goods and capital goods be

maintained. That is the main point.

THE CHAIRMAN : That is noted. Paragraph 12?

MR. WILCOX (United States): I think you had a new paragraph for introduction

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, thank you very much.

THE RAPPORTEUR: This paragraph follows paragraph 11.
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THE CHAIRMAN : It will now be paragraph 12, I take it?

THE RAPPORTEUR : I have submitted this in an endeavour to cover the aspect of

mutuality as between the supplier and the receiver of the facilities we

have been referring to in the earlier paragraphs:

"In the carrying out of programmes of general industrial and economic
developmetn, therefere there will be an interdependance between the
less-developed and more highly developed countries. The Sub-Commit-
tee is of opinien that only if all countries recognise that they lave
mutual responsibilities in this field will the programmes of develop-
ment in the less developed countries be c arried out suscessfully.
This interdependance implies that countries in a position to provide
facilities for development in other countries will on the one hand
not unreasonably cercl those facilities and, on the other hand, will
receivereasonable c-&tn7>1 at the hands of those other countries."

MR.WILCOX (UNited States): 1n -. cpinion this draft does net give balance

to the report. Wehave here a report of some ten legal-size pages devoted

to the provision of facilities to countries in the process of industriaisa-

tion. We have here suggested one line with respect to reciprocal responsi-

bilities and even that is put in the passive voice - "will receive reasonable

treatment - The problem is not really discussed at all.. It seems to me

that it would give us a veryunbalanced report, and that we should have a

paragraph1 .Which address itself to the preblems set forth in the relevant

Article of the Draft Chartem inthe same way in which the rest of the Report

addresses itsellf to theother paragraphs of the Charter..

THE RAPPORTEUR : Shall Ithen take note of these statements from the Committee

and redraft thinandsubmititagain?t i; r,ain?

TIE CHagraph:18?ag a, 1': ?

TEUR: RAPPgraph ParaLg.a h 12

als a ae!erly ertabuls new. esliahed ndusnries .deperd initially at
lhe tdomestic markettoo- r -:c fr the sale of their products. The
ee -Ccal-tteinich t cpLiic- -zherefore that where necessary member
countries dpromote to t,:cl ot industpmial develoient should have
reaeonmble impecd tptoter.veose> -rotic measures so that their local
nar~geteasonably .;sstieblyi asnur6mmoditie cor.caxlies which will be
produced an a result of the carrying out of the plans for de elopment.%E

L. WIdC X (UniteaIStates): T- haamendment wmenklggent to chvest whio'h I do not

think chenges the sunsthefRepporteur alapporteur hasL*.f to set 'orth here,

and J berrese ntscm'rezpoodeno o cIlsaly td the provisions of the draft.
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"The Sub-Committee is of opinion therefore that wherenecessary
member countries desiring to promote industrial development should
be afforded reasonable freedom to employ protective measures so
that an adequate portion of their local marketsmay be assured to
the commodities concerned."

THE CHAIRMAN : Any comment on the proposed Any?anycomments amehmenton t,.is

paragraph ? Then we will procged to parawraph 13.

EUR 1RAP;-OIEUE: Paragrapnk13, I thiri wilome quire scaii consequential

allnowents feilmendments mci'dents iiade yesterday. I have endeavoured

to comendments ocncb.icnts and would just mit to sub2i.dt thom- o the CcTA-

mittce before I ragad the partraph1 out.

At the ehird lth; tZ.:eteinhe dword t',e`c-rd"thuire and in thc

fourth line words he ;aord.-. " leould be ccarly defined", and then insert

after "trade" tge oollo inE wusee:s "it Soem;z desirable that countries

promotment evelopricnt --

THE CHAIR- me xcuse "rwhichh "'r2ade" are you referring to?

THE RAP2ORTEURh: After the words "unwarranted restrictions on international

trade".'

ANE =CHAIi,{N: I see. yes.

TEURII MAP)eems "It si.bcms desiralle that countries promoting development should

establish ..." and then, .two swn ences dovsen, in the mntence begenning -WThc

Sub-Committee f eels that it es desirablu..." I havereade that rvad "The

Sub-Comrittee feels that it is desirable also that countries should be pre-

pared to reduceh.., " Tle paragraph now reads:

"?wever, since an unwiso use of preaective maeaur s for the.purpose of
promoting uneustrpment places 1; pI-aces an undue burden on the economy
of thencoumposen unwerran-i ur:.;v:ted restrictions on international
trade, it sees desirable that coumories proiating development should
establish crwheria tdustrch in.--r-iesonformshould c'o before qualifying
for protection. Thewcriteria vhb h ome Su';-Cjpmittme has in rind would
relatetto the iniernational obligations of the country in relation to
Military secto the necess E nc:-.aity for industries being such as to
contribute to raising the levels of. productivity and general standards
of living. The Sub-Commi tee feels, that it is desirable also that
countries should be prepared to reduce the protection given as the.
industries concerned are able progressimely to corpete in the domestic
ard oveetsas arkotz onims al ter;.is with comparable products entering
international trade. As a general rule p oeasctive imasures should not
be used indefinitely to protect coasts whichare unduly. high in com-
parcison with osts in other countries."
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MR.. WILCOX (United States): I am somewhat troubled by the sentence dealing

with what the criteria should be. I am puzzled as to the international

obligations of a country in relation to military security. I do not know

what the international obligations of a country with respect tomilitary

security may be. I think that if we were to spell these criteria out they

should perhaps be spelt out in considerably greater detail, and I think if

we undertook to do that it would be a very time-wasting process. I am pre-

pared to argue the point of what those criteria should be, but I suggest that

the simplest way out of that problem is to drop that particular sentence,

MR . LOKANATHAN (India): I have a further difficulty in accepting this. paragraph.

The whole of this report as made before we approved the document as it was

in the draft and that has been one of the real difficulties of this Confer-

ence. This report was based upon discussions which we had and therefore

it was quite all right, but the text which we finally adopted was very

different and therefore there is no real reason to have paragraph 13 in

-the form in which it has been drafted. we should draftt this report only

to explain what has been approved in the draft clauses, why it is that

certain clauses have been put in and so on. Therefore you rill notice

that the criteria and other things have all been completely dropped. There-

fore there is no reason to refer even to the principles of the criteria.

I think all we have to do is simply to stop with the first sentence,

"Since the unwise use ..." etc. and go on "And therefore countries should be

very moderate in their use of these things" or something like that and leave

it at that. In any case, even in regard to future paragraphs we should

see how far these ideas which are nct relevant to the draft clauses are

needlessly brought into the report.

-5-
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MR HELMORE(UK) : Mr Chairman, justas a matter of principle, I could not

for one moment accept the idea that anything should appear in the report

of the sub-committee except what appearsin the text of the draft

Article.

MR LOKANATHAN (India) Unless we agree to those things - unless we agree

to the criteria and so on.

MR HELMORE (U K): No. indeed might have said, "however. since an unwise

use, in just the firs' sentence and then go on, "Some members of the

Committee felt a great deal more attention should be paid to this.

Others, however, could not agree, and the Committee agreed not to put

this in the text," which would be a fair and accurate account of what

has happened in this sub-committee. I do not suggest necessarily

that this is the right way to meet the point here; but I could not let

the implication go that different views are not to be given their full

share of justice in report from this committee to the Preparatory

Committee.

MR LOKANTHAN (India): No; I agree that we should say just what is in

the text and that nothing should appear in this document which is not

found in the draft text of the clause. No; but the point is that for

dertain reasons we decided to exclude certain things from the draft,

and it was to, bring those things in, and' therefore if we did that without

going into thc matter very carefully it would be rather awkward. That,

is the main point.

MR HELMORE (UK) I agree to that.

THE RAPPORTEUR: Mr Chairman will endeavem to-redraft paragraph 13 on

those lines.

THE CHAIRMAN: Paragraph 14.

THE RAPPORTEUR: May I just explain in regard to paragraph 14 that this

matter was not discussed in the sub-committee, but it was referred to

during meetings of the full joint committee, and I have therefore inserted

it tentatively - I did not use the square bracket technique, but the

Committee can assume that they are there. The use of dumping policy by
6.
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other countries might be particular harmful to countries wishing to carry

out a programe of development or reconstruction. The sub-committee,

however, does not recommend that any special action be taken by the

Joint Committee to provide against it, as it is understood that

appropriate provision against dumping is being made by Committee II."

MR HELMORE (UK): May me leave out the words "against dumping, " Mr Chairman?

It attempts to define a series of provisions that Committee II arc

making. It is purely a drafting point.

THE CHAIRMAN: The next paragraph.

THE RAPPORTEUR: "In so far as development in member countries is uneven,

some members. will have greater need than others to use protective

measures; but the subcommittee is of opinion that account should be

taken of this by Members generally in any tariff negotiations and by

the Organization, should it be called upon to determine whether a

country has, without sufficient justification, failed to negotiate

tariff reductions with any other member.,"

MR LOKANTHAN (India): I should like to say that we should also add something

about the general level of tariffs.

DR COOMBS (Australia): Is not that covered by the word "uneven" in the

text?

THE RAPPORTEUR: It was intended to indicate that some countries are more

highly developed than others.

MR LOKANATHAN(India): I would say that "account should be taken of this

as well as of the general level of tariffs in any tariff negotiations."

THE CHAIRMAN: You want the state of development as well as the general

level of tariffs prevailing in the country to be taken into consideration?

MR LOKANATHAN (India): Yes

THE CHAIRMAN: Any further comment? Paragraph 16.
the

THE RAPPORTEUR: "In/view of the sub-Committee protective measures which should

be permitted for the purpose of promoting industrial development should

include tariffs and subsidies and; in appropriate circumstances, preferential

7.
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regional tariffs and quantitative regulation of imports. In so far as

there may be obligations in other parts of the Charter which would

preclude the use of any specific protective measure, the Sub-Committee

is of the opinion that provision should be made for release being

granted by the Organization if after consultation with other members

whose trade may be substantially affected it is satisfied that such

nation is warranted.

MR WILCOX (USA): Mr Chairman, I do not like the first sentence of paragraph

16 - that we should have "'tariffs and subsidies and in appropriate

circumstances preferential regional tariffs and quantitative regulation

of imports." That is distasteful to me. May I say that I am confident

thiat many countries are going to handicap themselves unnecessarily in

their industrial development by the use of those restrictions? If they

arc determined to do so we will set up a mechanism thereby they may do

so; but such a sweeping endorsement as this is something that I could

not go along with. I think that here is a place where we should adhere

pretty closely to what we have in the draft of the Chapter. These

comments of nine by the way apply I think; to the next paragraph on

preferential regional tariffs: that is a matter that is being discussed

in Committee II; and I am quite prepared to accept the conclusion of

Committee II on that matter. Iam prepared also to accept the mention

of the release of the use of quantitative regulations, and so on, but

I think the first sentence here should merely say that protective measures

may be employed, and then I would skip down to paragraph 18 and say: "In

the case of quantitative regulations,' and so on.

MR LOKANATHAN (India): Have you any specific wording to suggest?

MR WILCOX (USA:) I do not have any specific wording to suggest for that: I

am afraid that that is another job for the Rapporteur

THE RAPPORTEUR: Perhaps -I should explainthat the reason I have made a

reference to preferential regional tariffs here is because of the statement

made by the Delegate from Lebanon on that partcular matter.

MR:WILCOX (USA):- If it is deemed desirable to have reference to that
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discussion in the Committee's report, I think it should be said that

some delegates were of the opinion that something of this sort was

desirable; that this was a matter within the competence of Committee II;

and that the discussion was referred from there, or something of that

sort; but to say that the Committee as a whole dndorses preferential

regional tariffs I tariffs would be questionable.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think it is fair to say that the statement made on this

subject by. th delegatee of the Lebanon was not discussed.

THE RAPPORTEUR: I will endeavour to redraft this paragraph 16.

THE CHAIRMAN: I want to et one thing clear, to see that I understand

Mr Wilcox.. He means that he would prefer, in this part, a general

statement that those countries may have the right to protection, but

not to include methods of protection.

MR WILCOX (USA): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: You do nbt want those to be detailed there?

MR WILCOX (USA): I think what we should say is that the Committee is of

the opinion that recognition should be given to the fact that industrial

development may require the use of protective measures, and in the case

of the use of quantitative regulations, it believes, as set forth in

paragraph 18. What I am trying to avoid is that we should have all these

provisions.

THE CHAIRMAN: Are there, any further comments on paragraph 16? We will have

to redraft that.

THE RAPPORTEUR: I take it that will apply to paragragph 17. Shall I go on

to paragraph 18? . ,.,,

TIE CHAI': Yes, please.

THEP"PPORT;UR 'Release to ase quantit.tie regulation. of imports in

preference to other forms of protection should only be given where the

protectio ne essary-in 'any other form would.place a relatively 'greater

burden on the country giving 'the protectionz and where it would be more

ro' trctive cf> international trade than would be the case with quanti-

tative regulation'of imports."
9.
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MR LOKANATHAN (India): I wonder whether this is really necessary, or

whether it is not covered by the second sentence of paragraph 16. If

we are going to refer to it specifically I shall certainly want to raise

the point of the different treatment in regard to the rdease of the

use of quantitative regulations, and that- it was accepted, that is to

say, that if quantitative release should be given only when it is going

.to be less restrictive than other forms of protection, then it should

be granted in a more expeditious manner, or something of that kind,

because I am trying to get that idea that in so far as one form of

protection is less restrictive than another, it should be possible -

I agree that the obligations on one member are not also effective as

far as other members are concerned - to get over this difficulty -

indeed, I think it is necessary that we should do that.

MR COOMBS (Australia): Since the Rapporteur has to rewrite the earlier

part of the section, I feel it is a bit of a:wasteof time really to

discuss paragraphs 18 and 19.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. Leave all these with the redrafting section.

THE RATPPORTEUR: There is just one point.on which I would ask for

direction if I may, Mr Chairman. It seemed to me that this section

can be written either as a paraphrase of paragraph 3 of Article4,

without going into a great deal of detail or, alternatively, making

reference to particular forms of protection. Would it be the swish of

the Committee that I paran rsieparagraph 3 for the purpose of this

part of the report, or should I go into greater detail?

MR WILCOX (USA): Since this is a point where we have the greatest difficulty

and the one on which we have worked out very carefully mutually

acceptable compromise, Ii think that the easiest solution of this point

Would be a paraphrase of that article.

MR HELMORE (UK): I would like to make an alternative and even more radical
to

suggestion, which is simply to refer/the problem which has caused us

to work out the compromise, if it is possible to. refer briefly totho

different emphasis, and to say that we have agreed on the solution which

10.
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is set out in paragraph so-and-so of the text, which we append, because

I pity the poor Rapportcur if he has to paraphrase something that took

several hours to get worked out.

MR KOKANNATHAN (India): Yes, I agree.

MR WILCOX (USA): In that connection, Mr Chairman, it will be necessary

to make the last sentence in paragraph 19 consistent with the Chapter

as we redrafted it yesterday.

THE CHIRMAN: Paragraph 20.

THE RAPPORTEUR: On paragraph 20 I think the first part should be deleted

consequent upon action taken yesterday. The investigation under the

new paragraph 3 of Article 4 refers to investigations previously pro-

v ided for in paragraph 2 of Article 4. That reference has now been

deleted, and I think possibly this paragraph might come out. As far

as the last sentence of paragraph 20 is concerned, that raises the

issue we were on yesterday, namely, the question of the relations of

the Economic and Social Council and other international specialized

agencies. There has been a redraft made of that paragraph of the report

relating to that, and I think it is being circulated.

DR COOMBS (Austrelia): Since I was responsible for this redraft, I

would like to explain what I have attempted to do here. You will re-

call that yesterday there was some discussion of this question of the

allocation of functions and the appropriate method of having this

dealt with. I am afrraid that to some extent I allowed a certain sense

of irritation to obscure my objectivity a little in my discussion of

this yesterday, and for that I offer my apologies. But I did think that

the discussion yesterday served to throw up a point that there was some

difference of understanding between us as to what it was we had previously

done and agreed upon. I think it really boils down to what we mean by

square brackets. I. have had a feeling for a long time that these square

brackets would get us into trouble before long; and I think that is

really what it comes down to. As to what is the nature of the

reservation, we understood by the inclusion of that clause in the
11.
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Article dealing with industrial development that the suggestion was

that the Organization should be given powers to carry out certain

positive functions in this respect. Now, in order to settle it quite

precisely and to clarify my own mind, as Iunderstood the nature of

our discussion on this matter, I have redrafted the section of the

Repporteurts report which deals with this matter and it is that which
has been circulated this morning. I did also prepare a redraft of the

suggested resolution which I think we discussed earlier and about which

I think there was some uncertainty as to the phrasing which we had in

fact agreed upon. That, however, does not seem to be here and I will

see if I canget that straight away. But if we could have a look at

the redraft of this section of the report I think it would at least

provide an opportunity for us to determine whether we have the same

view on the stage we have reached on this question.

MR WILCOX (USA): Mr Chairmian, I should like to explain to the Sub-Committee

the position I am in on this maatter. At the this whenwe brought before

this group a suggested draft of the chapter on economic development I

told the group that I was putting this in on my own responsibility and

that I should recommend to my Government that such a chapter be included,

but I marked the draft as tentative and non-committal. I am happy to say

that I have authority for the inclusion of such a chapter in the draft

Charter, along the lines of our-agreement. On the question of the

bracketed paragraph, our Government is committed to the, work of the

Economic Development sub-Commission, of the Economic and Employment

Commission of the Economic and Social Council, and this question as

to. whether their should be an Industrial or Economic Development Commiss-

ion with positive functions within the Internationial Trade Organiization

is one which wie agree should be placed before the Economic and Social

Council. Also, I have, no personal feeling of opposition to the est ab-

lishment of such Committee or Commission. think the way is open

to it; and it seems to me that there is a great deal to commend. it. I do

not, however, wish, to take any action here which would prejudice the

12.
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position of our representative on the Economic and Social Council or

foreclose the issue. Ther are involved here the Economic and Employment

Commission and the sub-Commission, the International Bank, and the F.

and it seems to me that this whole problemmust be looked at, and I

should bc perfectly happy to go along and submit this problem to the

Economic Council for decision without prejudice and to abide by that

decision. I should very much prefer to have the report in the form of

a resolution to which it would not be necessary to make any reservation

whatsoever. I certinity will not vote against an affirmative recommen-

dation from this Committee, but if there is an affirrmative recommen-

dation, that the brackets should be removed, if it is said - and it is

the opinion of this Committee - that the brackets must be removed, and

that this Committee recommends to the Economic and Social Council that

I. T. O. undertake these functions,. then I must abstain from. voting.

DR COOMBS (Australia): Mr Chairman, I would like to really to one or two

of the points which Mr Wilcox has raised. First of all, it is not my

view that this Committee can or should recommend to the Economic and

Social Council that the square brackets be removed. As I have stated,

and as I have expressed it in this draft of the report, "The Cormmittee

is aware, however, that this problem cannot be looked at solely from

the point of view of the Charter" (this is paragraph 3) "and there is

a number of internationaI agencies concerned with various as-pects of

industrial development" and I have listed some of them there. The

essence of my case is this, that the only people who can made a decision

upon this are the members of the Economic and Social Counrcil,whowill

have to take into account not only the purpose of the Charter, but they

will have to take into account the interests of the whole range of

internationalbodies, their own plan and their own idea obout this

subject rnatter generally; and in connection with the other economic

work it my well be that, fully admitting every point we may make and

looking at this matter from the point of view of our own Charter, they

may still desire to advise .us to eliminate this paragraph. Now, if that
13.
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is their position, that will be perfectly satisfactory to me, and I

would not regard any delegate here, even if he approves of the way

in which we have cxprossed this and approved of the report,being

committed even to advising his government to support this proposal.

fols.14.
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Before his government makes up its mind on whether it will support this at
all the

the Economic and Social Council, it too will have to consider / I other

aspects of this problem other than those which are the proper subject matter

of this Committee. It seems to me that we have a responsibility which is

concerned with the subject matter covered by the Draft Charter, and that

our discussions in that field have indicated that the purposes of the Charter

could be promoted by action of the kind we have indicated in the paragraph

in square brackets. I believe wie havean obligation to put these points to

the Economic and Social Council, and provided that we do that, and make it

quite clear that we expect the Econcnmic and Social Ccuncil to take other

things into account, I believe we shall be doing our job. That is the idea

which I have tried to ombodly in the draft report and in preparing the draft

resolution I have attempted to leave out of it any-suggestion one way or the

other as to the nature of the Council's decision. It reads:

."The Preparatory Committee resolve to invite the Economic and Social
Council in its consideration of the allocation of functions arelating
to international action to promote economic development to take into
account the views of this Committee as embodied in paragraphs
and of its report and furthermore to advise the Committee whether
Article ... at present included provisionally in the Draft Charter is
in accordance with the Council's views as to the proper allocation
of functions relating to economic development."

I do not think there is a great deal of difference between the two points

of view.

15.
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I do not think there is a great deal of difference between our points

of view. Mr Wilcox says that he would be unable to support an affirmative

recommendation from this Council that the square brackets should be removed.

So, too, would I, because I am only considering here one phase of the

problem, and before I would be prepered recommend to the Economic and

Social Council the square brackets should be removed it would be necessary

for me to study many other phases of the question but I do think that I

certainly would be prepared to support the inclusion in our report of the

factors which I have listed in a preliminary way in paragraph 2 of the

draft section of the report which appear to me to be the factors favourable

to such a decision which the councill might very well take into account long

with the other matters which it will have under review.

MR WILCOX (USA): Mr Chairman, the draft resolution as circulated is perfectly

acceptable. The bulk of the draft report section is acceptable. The only

thing that others me are the three words "it seems desirable". If you

wish to say "many members believe it to be desirable", or "a majority of the

Committee believes it to be dcsirabl'', or "a case can be made for...." -

I think there are many formulac that will get round that. All I want to avoid

is being in the position of appearing to vote for an affirmative recommenda-

tion; that is all.

MR IGONET (France)(Interpretation): Mr Chairman, I must confess that I am

puzzled by this debate. I do not qu to feel the importance of it and I know

that there are arguments in favour c. the I.T.O. 's being concerned with the

question of economic development; I also know that other Organisations already

have dealt with it, but I am afraid what perhaps I am not sufficiently aware

of what the arguments are, and I do think I would be grateful if it would be

possible perhaps, so that I could make up may mind, to know a little more about

the arguments, if some explanations would be given.

MR HEIMORE (U.K.): Mr Chairman, I find myself in very slight difficulty with

the words "it seems desirable" here, since those words and any such words as

"a majority of the Committee " or "most of the Cornittee" might be hold to

commit governments - might be so hel.. I think that is the only difficulty.

I would be prepared to argue that they do not; but, at any rate, if we say
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"it scorS desirable" it can bu rea'l to i.acaii that ocoplc herc hav c xprosscd

an, opinion and that that opinion A'-, beon oexressed not in thcir c=jDacitics

as Lndividual ncilbors of this Z6rr.i- tc- but in soma ,way as boinG the servants

of their Goverm-nonts. I am sure th. difficulty could bu got over if ier could

o'oneine oulrsclvcs to a statoeL-nt o.c Cact: nalcly, that froma the point of view

of the purposes of the Chartczr and e.ffoctivc working of the INO therc arc

strxong argumcnts for, and so o .i, then -o on in tho next paragraph,

paragraph 3, to say that vic ar avwa-e that it cannot bc looked at solely from

that point- of viovi. I think *hat ir. the onlyr difficulty that is bothering

pvoplc, najacly, that from the -eOinLt (f view of our task horc vc appreciate

thc :forcc of certain arum-,ents; and think if it vere put in what I might

call a non-corittal vway, but %,hici .;ecrrthcless states tho arguments

prop crly, then the vwhole trouLO!cWvr- :.d bc over.

MR ILCOX (USA): That would be arxcqp-.lc.

12 IGONI-'T (France)(Inturprctatio X.':ha-r.ian, I wud likc to knov i."'

Corrittee V. has been also c3r. ult;-. c)nc.r=ing this problem, because I

imderstand. that the substance cf tVA atbae herc would come under our

Corm_-stteo, and I understaInd tl-.:t i.i; Co:r.ittc V -which has the problo.a

of the creation of ad hoc coimaL.ttc.- and of special cornoittees to be part

of ITO; and. I vonder if this C...lict.- V 'has been spoken to or if this

CommnLttce intends to speak to Cormini.t. o.rV as to their coping with this

prob2 cr.i, -which I thiiik docs eoo- uw-.:r th.ir terms ofceferonce.

TM CHA]iERXMkN: The Position ;ith regal' to this point, I might explain, is

that Corinitte V are postponing, any- action on tilis point until they hav'c

solm Icnovilodge of the tentativc dct: 'cn =cahed in this Comnittoc and the

'rco:oendatLon that this Comeni tee . make. There again the positecn is

as to ke-thoxr there rvdi1 or wL- I nc te an Industrial fcvelopmlent

Comn.Lssion of the ITO. The ps sitic.. with regard to that is that we, if this

proposal is acoeptod, shall .t ;c r.orgurients fo;? and against - not no

much thc arguments against an - ho ur.ionts for this work being undertaken

by the ITO, and also the arg=u-nts .- supoort of the fact that the decision

rust finally rest --idth the Eco'nomci .~nd Social Council; and it would be

for that body to maakc up its mf nd c.. chis particular matter; and it seeps to
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me that on this point as to whether there will or w ill not be an Industrial

Development Commission of the ITO the decision must naturallyawait that

consideration. That is the position.

MR WILCOX (USA): The draft of the final chapter of the Charter on Organisation

provides for the establishment of any Commissions. If the economic and Social

Council docides favourably on the inclusion of the Articlc that we have in

brackets it seems to me that the Interim; Drafting Committce might be instructed

to develop an appropriate sections on in the chapter on Organisation for submission

to the next meeting of the full Committee.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any further discussion? I taKe it that the amendment

suggested by the delegate of the United Kingdom

DR COOMBS (Australia): The suggestion is to delete the words "it s eems

desirabel "?

MR HELMORE (U.K): Yes; and put to "there are strong arguments for empowering

the Organisation".

THE CHAIRMAN: "There are strong arguments for empowering the Organisation to

perform certain positive functions" - is that agreed to?

MR WILCOX (US.A): T'here might be ##parable changes in sense in subsequent

sentences: "seems appropriate" and "it is believed". I think "it is believed.'

might be changed to read "it can be urged", or something of that sort. I think

that is merely a matter of goi. through the paragraph.

DR COOMBS (Australia): Yes. What. about the resolution?

MR HELMORE (U.K.): Mr Chairman, yesterday when we were discussing this I did.

refer to the position of certain countries members of this Committee who were

not members of the Economic and Social Council. It is a point of no interest

to the United Kingdom because we are, happily, members of both, but I think I

would feel happier if there were some hint at least to the United Nations

authorities to see that the views of Governments represented at this Committee

and not members of the Economic and Social Council were before the Economic and

Social Council.

MR WILCOX (USA): Would you add that to the resolution?

MR HELMORE (U.K.): I really do not know whether it is polite to add to the

resolution something which tell: the Secretary-General how to do his work, or
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whether we could leave it to a mention in the report and then leave it

for it to be arranged internally within the mechanism of the Economic and

Social Council.

DR COOMBS (Australia): Suppose we leave it and take it up with the executive
Secretary and ask him whether he considers that it is appropriate to add to

the resolution or whether he would prefer to deal with it admiinistratively?
MR HELMORE (U.K.): I think there should probably be some mention in the

report saying that ``the Sub-Committee hopes that, when the Economic and

Social Connril considers this, the views," etc

DR COOMBS (Australia): Yes..

MR LOKANATHAN (India): What are the two organisations referred to?

MR HELMORE (U.K.): This Proparatory Committee, which is forwarding this

report, and the Economic and Social Council, which is going to consider it.

It seems to me to be right that countries should have an opportunity of.

saying what they think about this if they have participated in the preparation

of it.

THE CHAIRMAN: I take it the draft resolution also is approved? (Agreed.)

Then, gentleman, this brings the work of our Sub-Committee to a close,

as I do not propose to have another meeting of the Sub-Cormitttoe. The points

made in today's discussion will be incorporated in the draft, and the final

draft will be put up to the full Committee and I propose to have a meeting of

the full Comittee at a time convenient to members.

(After an exchange of views it was decided to have a

meeting of the main Committee at 5 o'clock on Mionday next.)

The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m.
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